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Abstract. The paper is devoted to the study of the tools of technical analysis using computer technology. It analyzes the current conditions and the essence of the stock market, the basis of its functioning. The advantages of technical analysis are presented including accessibility and relative simplicity of its use. It analyzes the main indicators of the world stock market development and modern constant signs and tendencies of the process. It is revealed that the improvement of the technical analysis and increase of the forecast accuracy is a complex process. The prospects for the effective use of technical analysis in trading strategies for promoting analysis by using historical data of price changes for the asset under study by using computer software are determined. Back testing calculations are presented making clear the fact that the financial result would be given by a trading strategy based on the historical profitability of the asset.
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1 Introduction

The transition to the information society sets a number of fundamentally new challenges for the economic science. One of these tasks is to provide the participants of exchange activities with high-quality and timely information, because information in modern conditions is one of the key resources.

A unique source of this information is exchange markets, which, due to the asset prices, signal on the condition and prospects of the global economic system development. In order to ensure the freedom of the activity of any market, it is necessary to analyze it. The precise understanding of the market situation, the ability to forecast market behavior, the analysis of its mood leads to an informed decision-making.

The only question concerning the participants of the exchange activity is how to make a high-quality forecast and achieve a competitive advantage over others. The most common approaches in the environment of exchange practice are considered to be technical and fundamental analysis.

2 Methods

The problems of the world market and the implementation of technical and fundamental analysis were studied in the works of the following scientists: G. Abuselidze, A. Slobodianyk [1, 2], S.V. Arzhenvsky, I.N. Molchanov [3], E.H. Nyman [4] and A.N. Sokhatksyay [5]. The reason for such attention on the part of scientists is the extreme problem actuality as well as the rapid development of monetary relations requiring the detailed study of the market. According to V.V. Acharya and T.C. Johnson [6], asymmetric information and insider trading problems potentially exist in most markets. But the credit derivatives market may be especially vulnerable since, almost by definition, most of the major players are insiders. Insider trading has been the focus of a large body of research in equity markets which has found that insider trading lowers liquidity and increases trading costs (see, e.g., D. Easley, N.M. Kiefer, M. O’Hara, and J.B. Paperman [7], J.C. Bettis, J.L. Coles, and M.L. Lemmon [8], P. Brockman and D.Y. Chung [9], R.P.H. Fishe and M.A. Robe [10], raises the cost of equity capital [11], and increases volatility [12]). Theoretical and methodological bases of the research are scientific works of domestic and foreign scientists in the field of exchange trade, statistics, mathematical modeling. The following methods are used in the paper: descriptive and comparative analysis, synthesis, scientific abstraction, economic-statistical, fundamental, technical analysis.

3 Discussion and Results

The study of the dynamics of the world stock markets associated with the processing of the large amount information based on various data having a rather complex internal structure. The process of improving technical analysis and increasing the accuracy of the forecasts is a complex process and the result can fluctuate only within a limited framework of the technical analysis. Firstly, there is a large number of false signals generated by tools of technical analysis. The number of false signals can be reduced within the framework of the technical analysis methodology, but it is impossible to avoid them completely [1]. Secondly, the methods of technical analysis do not
allow to create high-quality long term forecasts, the time horizon of technical analysis is short and medium-term forecasts.

The main task of monitoring the stock market situation is to determine the set of circumstances determining the possibility of a rise or fall in market activity. It is reduced to the formulation and solution of the problem of forecasting the dynamics of asset prices.

Research of the stock market dynamics associated with the processing of large information arrays of various data with a fairly complex internal structure. Moreover, the analysis of the information is based on the implementation of a large number of routine calculations, graphical constructions, providing for the assumption of different levels of the errors and taking a long time in their processing. It is possible to overcome these difficulties by means of computer technology using specialized services and programs.

Each analyst applies technical analysis, forming own decision-making methodology and creating own method of technical analysis, absorbing individual elements of the well-known foundations of technical analysis. It is considered that if the created model allows you to get the correct forecast in 60% of cases, then this research technique is effective and is characterized by high accuracy.

The effectiveness of using technical analysis in trading strategies can be analyzed by using historical data on price changes for the studied asset by using MS Excel software or specialized services. The implementation of such an analysis is called back testing. Back testing makes it clear that a trading strategy based on the historical profitability of an asset would give a financial result. In back testing we will analyze two strategies: a passive investment strategy Buy & Hold and an active investment strategy using two averages with periods of 50 and 200 days. The Buy & Hold strategy (“Buy and Hold”) provides for the purchase of an asset with the purpose of its long-term maintenance with the expectation of a price growth. The strategy is based on the idea that the global long-term trend is always ascending.

As a rule, when using this strategy, it is not planned to fix losses in case the market moves down. In this case the expected return on capital is usually ten or even hundred percent. The basis of an average flow strategy is to receive a buy signal in case the price of the asset starts to rise and a sell signal when the price starts to decline. In long-term investment strategies, average sized flows with a period of 50 and 200 days are most often used for this purpose.

Taking into consideration the fluctuations in exchange rates that were in this period, the yield of 13.49% is leveled by a decrease in the purchasing power of the national currency in relation to the US dollar. At the beginning of 2007, the USD/UAH exchange rate was 5.05, at the end of October 2018, the USD/UAH exchange rate was 28.05 [13] and the USD/GEL exchange rate was 1.65, at the end of October 2018, the USD/GEL exchange rate was 2.80 [14]. Taking into consideration the precarious political and economic stability in Ukraine or Georgia and the lack of a stable exchange rate, long-term investment in the Georgian and Ukrainian stock markets is not attractive enough for foreign investors.

The main objective of an active investment is to reduce the risks associated with the fall in the value of the asset and obtain a higher return in the long term compared to the average return of the stock market. The use of technical analysis, namely secondary flow with a period of 50 and 200 days allows you to avoid losses arising from the use of Buy & Hold strategies, as with medium flowing there is a possibility to receive a signal about a reduced value of the asset and to limit losses by selling the asset before its price will continue to decline. Fig. 1 shows the price chart of SPY with the use of average flows.

![Fig. 1. ETF SPY Chart period from 2007 to 2018 using the average flow. Source: Authors based on historical data [15].](https://doi.org/10.1051/shsconf/20197104005)
Having considered Fig. 2 it can be seen that the use of medium flow reduces the risk of investments. So, compared to the Buy & Hold strategy, the maximum decrease in asset value was only -8.62%, and the final profit due to the use of technical analysis was 101.53%. Compared to the Buy & Hold strategy, this is 12.12% higher.

Thus, the use of technical analysis in the future allows you to increase the profitability of trading strategies meanwhile reducing market risks associated with a decrease in the value of the asset. Fundamental and technical analyses have their advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, in order to conduct analysis of the economy of the country as a whole or of an individual company, it is necessary to carry out both fundamental and technical analysis. This will provide the greatest economic effect in the implementation of exchange operations.

4 Conclusions

The modern world stock market today is in a state of continuous transformation of the organizational structure of exchanges, exchange trading technology, exchange instruments, types of basic assets. From year to year, there is a tendency to increase trading volumes on stock exchange markets, especially Asian exchange markets, occupying the largest share in the world stock exchange trading. An objective implementation of fundamental analysis implies a transparent market economy, perfect legislation, political and economic stability of the country. When trading in any market, including the stock market, systematicity is important. For maximum profitability and stability, it is necessary to use a combination of technical and fundamental analysis. In order to improve technical analysis and increase the accuracy of forecasts, it is necessary to go through a complex process and the result can fluctuate only in a limited framework of the possibilities of technical analysis. The study of the dynamics of world markets is associated with the processing of large information arrays of various data. These difficulties can be overcome through the use of computer technology.
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